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Related Content Your Guide to the Three Weeks of That We Today Call the War of For people like me, who
have got their flags and wars mixed up, I think it should be pointed out that there may have been only one War
of , but there are four distinct versions of itâ€”the American, the British, the Canadian and the Native
American. Moreover, among Americans, the chief actors in the drama, there are multiple variations of the
versions, leading to widespread disagreement about the causes, the meaning and even the outcome of the war.
But even this note could not be sustained, and by the end of the century, the historian Henry Adams was
depicting the war as an aimless exercise in blunder, arrogance and human folly. During the 20th century,
historians recast the war in national terms: The tragic consequences of for the native nations also began to
receive proper attention. Whatever triumphs could be parsed from the war, it was now accepted that none
reached the Indian Confederation under Tecumseh. Not surprisingly, the Canadian history of the war began
with a completely different set of heroes and villains. For Canadians, the war was, and remains, the
cornerstone of nationhood, brought about by unbridled U. Although they acknowledge there were two theaters
of warâ€”at sea and on landâ€”it is the successful repulse of the ten U. This timber, which survived the
burning of the White House years ago, was donated to the Smithsonian after it was discovered during a
renovation. David Burnett By contrast, the British historiography of the War of has generally consisted of
short chapters squeezed between the grand sweeping narratives of the Napoleonic Wars. The justification for
this begins with the numbers: Roughly 20, on all sides died fighting the War of compared with over 3. But the
brevity with which the war has been treated has allowed a persistent myth to grow about British ignorance. In
fact, their feelings ranged from disbelief and betrayal at the beginning of the war to outright fury and
resentment at the end. They regarded the U. When the war started, he wrote to a friend: In short, the British
dismissed the United States as a haven for blackguards and hypocrites. All British accounts of the warâ€”no
matter how briefâ€”concentrate on the perceived inequality of purpose between the conflict across the Atlantic
and the one in Europe: To understand the British point of view, it is necessary to go back a few years, to ,
when Napoleon ignited a global economic war by creating the Continental System, which closed every market
in the French Empire to British goods. He persuaded Russia, Prussia and Austria to join in. That hope was
turned into practice when London issued the retaliatory Orders in Council, which prohibited neutral ships from
trading with Napoleonic Europe except under license. The Foreign Secretary George Canning wrote: The
British noted that the American merchant marine, as one of the few neutral parties left in the game, was doing
rather well out of the war: Tonnage between and almost doubled from , to , Writing home to England, a
captain on one of the Royal Navy ships patrolling around Halifax complained: Parliament had just revoked the
Orders in Council when the news arrived that President Madison had signed the Declaration of War on June
London was convinced that the administration would rescind the declaration once it heard that the stated
causeâ€”the Orders in Councilâ€”had been dropped. But when Madison then changed the cause to
impressment of American sailors which now numbered about 10, , it dawned on the ministry that war was
unavoidable. Britain decided its only course of action was to concentrate on Europe and treat the American
conflict as a side issue. Just two battalions and nine frigates were sent across the Atlantic. Command of the
North American naval station was given to Adm. Sir John Borlase Warren, whose orders were to explore all
reasonable avenues for negotiation. But the British took heart from the land war, which seemed to be going
their way with very little effort expended. With the help of Shawnee war chief Tecumseh and the Indian
Confederation he built up, the Michigan Territory actually fell back into British possession. In late November
an American attempt to invade Upper Canada ended in fiasco. The holding pattern was enough to allow
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Henry, 3rd Earl of Bathurst, Secretary for War and the Colonies, to feel justified in having concentrated on
Napoleon. York the future Toronto , the provincial capital of Upper Canada, was captured and burned by U.
Fortunately, in Europe, it was Napoleon who was on the defensiveâ€”bled dry by his abortive Russian
campaign and proven vulnerable in Spain and Germany. What few Americans properly grasped was that in
British eyes the real war was going to take place at sea. Although the death of Tecumseh in October was a
severe blow to its Canadian defense strategy, Britain had already felt sufficiently confident to separate nine
more ships from the Mediterranean Fleet and send them across the Atlantic. Duchess of Devonshire and A
World on Fire: Her next book The World Made by Women:
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The Royal Navy did enforce the act from to , especially in the Caribbean Sea , before the signing of the Jay
Treaty November 19, Under the primary terms of the treaty, American maritime commerce was given trading
privileges in England and the British East Indies , Britain agreed to evacuate forts still held in the Northwest
Territory by June 1, , and the Mississippi River was declared freely open to both countries. Although the treaty
was ratified by both countries, it was highly unpopular in the United States and was one of the rallying points
used by the pro-French Republicans , led by Thomas Jefferson and James Madison , in wresting power from
the pro-British Federalists , led by George Washington and John Adams. After Jefferson became president in ,
relations with Britain slowly deteriorated, and systematic enforcement of the Rule of resumed after
Compounding this troubling development, the decisive British naval victory at the Battle of Trafalgar October
21, and efforts by the British to blockade French ports prompted the French emperor, Napoleon , to cut off
Britain from European and American trade. The British responded with Orders in Council November 11, that
required neutral ships to obtain licenses at English ports before trading with France or French colonies. In
turn, France announced the Milan Decree December 17, , which strengthened the Berlin Decree by authorizing
the capture of any neutral vessel that had submitted to search by the British. The British accosted American
merchant ships to seize alleged Royal Navy deserters, carrying off thousands of U. In the frigate H. Leopard
fired on the U. Navy frigate Chesapeake and seized four sailors, three of them U. London eventually
apologized for this incident, but it came close to causing war at the time. Jefferson, however, chose to exert
economic pressure against Britain and France by pushing Congress in December to pass the Embargo Act ,
which forbade all export shipping from U. In August , Napoleon insinuated that he would exempt American
shipping from the Berlin and Milan decrees. Although the British demonstrated that French restrictions
continued, U. James Madison reinstated nonintercourse against Britain in November , thereby moving one
step closer to war. British manufacturing and shipping interests demanded that the Royal Navy promote and
sustain British trade against Yankee competitors. The policy born of that attitude convinced many Americans
that they were being consigned to a de facto colonial status. Events on the U. Indian fears over American
encroachment coincidentally became conspicuous as Anglo-American tensions grew. Shawnee brothers
Tecumseh and Tenskwatawa The Prophet attracted followers arising from this discontent and attempted to
form an Indian confederation to counteract American expansion. Isaac Brock , the British commander of
Upper Canada modern Ontario , had orders to avoid worsening American frontier problems, American settlers
blamed British intrigue for heightened tensions with Indians in the Northwest Territory. As war loomed,
Brock sought to augment his meagre regular and Canadian militia forces with Indian allies, which was enough
to confirm the worst fears of American settlers. Meanwhile, Canadians suspected that American expansionists
were using Indian unrest as an excuse for a war of conquest. Library of Congress, Washington, D. Congress
into session in November Madison sent a war message to the U. Congress on June 1, , and signed the
declaration of war on June 18, The vote seriously divided the House 79â€”49 and was gravely close in the
Senate 19â€” Because seafaring New Englanders opposed the war, while westerners and southerners
supported it, Federalists accused war advocates of expansionism under the ruse of protecting American
maritime rights. Expansionism, however, was not as much a motive as was the desire to defend American
honour. The United States attacked Canada because it was British, but no widespread aspiration existed to
incorporate the region. Furthermore, British commercial restrictions hurt American farmers by barring their
produce from Europe. Regions seemingly removed from maritime concerns held a material interest in
protecting neutral shipping. The onset of war both surprised and chagrined the British government, especially
because it was preoccupied with the fight against France. In addition, political changes in Britain had already
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moved the government to assume a conciliatory posture toward the United States. British West Indies planters
had been complaining for years about the interdiction of U. On June 16, two days before the United States
declared war, the Orders were suspended. Americans were inordinately optimistic in William Eustis, the U.
The British government, preoccupied with the European conflict, saw American hostilities as a bothersome
distraction, resulting in a paucity of resources in men, supplies, and naval presence until late in the event. As
the British in Canada conducted operations under the shadow of scarcity, their only consolation was an
American military malaise. Michigan territorial governor William Hull led U. The Northwest subsequently
fell prey to Indian raids and British incursions led by Maj. On the northeastern border, U. Henry Dearborn
could not attack Montreal because of uncooperative New England militias. In , Madison replaced Dearborn
with Maj. James Wilkinson and Wade Hampton , an awkward arrangement made worse by a complicated
invasion plan against Montreal. The generals refused to coordinate their efforts, and neither came close to
Montreal. Tecumseh was killed during the battle, shattering his confederation and the Anglo-Indian alliance.
Indian anger continued elsewhere, however, especially in the southeast where the Creek War erupted in
between Creek Indian nativists known as Red Sticks and U. The war also took an ugly turn late in the year,
when U. Battle of the ThamesU. Early in the war, the small U. The British Admiralty responded by instructing
captains to avoid individual contests with Americans, and within a year the Royal Navy had blockaded
important American ports, bottling up U. George Cockburn also conducted raids on the shores of Chesapeake
Bay. Phineas Riall advanced to challenge the American invasion, but American regulars commanded by Scott
repulsed him at the Battle of Chippewa July 5, That summer, veterans under Canadian governor-general
George Prevost marched south along the shores of Lake Champlain into New York, but they returned to
Canada after Thomas Macdonough defeated a British squadron under Capt. British raids in Chesapeake Bay
directed by Adm. Alexander Cochrane were more successful. The British justified this action as retaliation for
the American destruction of York modern Toronto , the capital of Upper Canada, the previous year. Battle of
Plattsburgh Bay, Sept. At about 8 pm on the evening of Aug. Robert Ross marched into Washington, D.
Encountering neither resistance nor any U. Final stages of the war and the aftermath Immediately after the war
started, the tsar of Russia offered to mediate. London refused, but early British efforts for an armistice
revealed a willingness to negotiate so that Britain could turn its full attention to Napoleon. Talks began at
Ghent in modern Belgium in August , but, with France defeated, the British stalled while waiting for news of a
decisive victory in America. Most Britons were angry that the United States had become an unwitting ally of
Napoleon, but even that sentiment was half-hearted among a people who had been at war in Europe for more
than 20 years. Consequently, after learning of Plattsburgh and Baltimore and upon the advice of the Duke of
Wellington , commander of the British army at the Battle of Waterloo , the British government moved to make
peace. Americans abandoned demands about ending impressment the end of the European war meant its
cessation anyway , and the British dropped attempts to change the Canadian boundary and establish an Indian
barrier state in the Northwest. The commissioners signed a treaty on December 24, Based on the status quo
antebellum the situation before the war , the Treaty of Ghent did not resolve the issues that had caused the
war, but at that point Britain was too weary to win it, and the U. Nevertheless, many Americans became
convinced that they had won the contest. The unanimous ratification by the U. Senate of the Treaty of Ghent
and the celebrations that followed cloaked the fact that the United States had achieved none of its objectives.
LC-DIG-pga Contention in the United States had hobbled the war effort, and domestic disaffection had
menaced the Union, but after the war a surge of patriotism inspired Americans to pursue national goals.
Contrary to American expectations, Canada remained British and eventually developed its own national
identity, partly from pride over repulsing U. In the South, the Creek War opened a large part of that region for
settlement and led to the events that persuaded Spain to cede Florida to the United States in Its arrangements
to settle outstanding disagreements established methods that could adapt to changing U. There lay the seeds of
an Anglo-American comity that would weather future disagreements to sustain the longest unfortified border
in the world.
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